The following questions have been submitted for clarification:

1) Is there a bidder’s list available? **Answer:** NO

2) Will there be a pre-bid meeting? **Answer:** NO

3) Are there any special requirements? **Answer:** All requirements are stated in the solicitation.

4) There are no electrical drawings nor scope of work. Is this portion still being designed? **Answer:** Electrical design is maintained under this bid/contract performance specification. Pump Station controls/electrical specification is referenced in written specification, section 15302 (2.6). Full electrical detail is required for submittal with shop drawings and specifications, pursuant to manufacturer's requirements and all applicable building codes. Owner/engineer's final approval will be completed through typical project submittal process; reference written specification, section 01300 "Submittals".

5) I see a note on print C3 that references saw cutting of the road crossings, as well as a sewer tie in on print C2. There also appears to be some penetrations through the lid and the walls on C3. Would you happen to have any dimensions for the sizes of the openings, the length of the road crossings, square footage of removal and such? **Answer:** The coring through the manhole sidewall, for the FM effluent pipe drop, will be completed to accommodate the 2" diameter FM pipe. Additionally, anchor bolts in manhole wall for pipe drop assembly will be necessary. Please reference detail "Retrofit of Force Main Discharge Manhole", sheet C3. Asphalt patch detail references a potential repair, none will be necessary for completion of the job.

6) Please confirm that the contractor will be responsible for backfill compaction and concrete testing for the project. **Answer:** Yes, this will be required by contractor; please reference written specification, Section 01410 "Testing Services".